Characterisation of an industrial affinity process used in the manufacturing of digoxin-specific polyclonal Fab fragments.
This paper describes the effect of several variables on the affinity process for the production of the FDA approved biotherapeutic product Digoxin Immune Fab (Ovine) (DigiFab, Protherics Inc., TN, USA). The study considers the effects of column re-use on matrix capacity and on the subsequent recovery of the antibody product, and the impact of varying column loading on matrix performance. The methodology used could be equally applied to assess the feasibility of using an affinity matrix for commercial scale purification of alternative antibody derived biotherapeutics. The capacity and specific Fab recovery were calculated through 24h equilibrium and mass balance studies. Results were assessed against data obtained through confocal scanning laser microscopy. Scale-down experiments produced specific Fab recoveries and purities that were comparable with those at production scale. The matrix capacity was found to be 45+/-15 mg of Fab/ml of matrix. Through the use of fluorescent DigiFab and confocal scanning techniques, Fab uptake onto single affinity bead was evaluated. Average intensity values calculated for each sample provided direct real-time, measure of Fab binding and matrix capacity. The results suggest that the affinity matrix had a limited reuse life as a drop in recovery is observed following the completion of a small number of process cycles (30% after three runs). The findings support that which is seen at the current manufacturing scale, where the affinity column is used for a limited number of runs. Results from this study can be used as a basis for future optimisation of this purification process.